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Chapter 1851 betrayed me 

. Those who were present were all scornful. 

They all saw how passionate this woman was about Cheng Yi before. 

But no one was meddling. 

Except for Qin Yu. 

Qin Yu smiled deliberately 

and said, “No, isn’t it you who was sticking to Cheng Yi’s body just now?” 

Xiao Baihua’s face was cold and ugly. 

“Get out.” 

Lin Yang scolded. 

Xiaobaihua can only get up obediently. 

She has no right to refuse. 

Just as Lin Yang took two steps out, he suddenly thought of something, walked over to Su Nan, and 

thanked him seriously. 

“If it wasn’t for you, I would have been tricked to death by this woman, thank you!” 

Su Nan raised an eyebrow, “You’re welcome.” 

Her original purpose was not for him, but for Cheng Yi. 

When Xiaobaihua saw this scene, there was a bit of shock in her eyes full of tears. 

She suddenly ran over and scolded Su Nan: 

“You told him! You betrayed me! You liar!” 

She was about to rush up to meet Su Nan. 

Su Nan took a step back subconsciously, and Cheng Yi next to him couldn’t help but come up and threw 

Xiao Baihua’s arm out. 

She couldn’t stand still, and fell to the ground all of a sudden. Seeing that even Cheng Yi made a move, 

she couldn’t hold her face, and she began to cry. 

“You are too much, you bully people, I am going to expose you!” 

Cheng Yi beckoned, and two bodyguards came in. 

“Throw her out.” 

“Yes.” 



Originally, I wanted Lin Yang to solve it by himself, but he didn’t think that he didn’t have the brain to 

say it, and it was useless. 

The bodyguards put up the little white flowers one by one, and walked out without saying a word. 

It’s no use letting her struggle and cry. 

The grand banquet hall finally fell silent. 

Cheng Yi glanced at Lin Yang: “Why are you still standing? Get out.” 

Lin Yang felt guilty, touched his nose, then turned around and left. 

He had to deal with that woman first. 

The director breathed a sigh of relief, and immediately looked at the others with a smile: 

“Misunderstanding, misunderstanding, just a lunatic, today is Cheng Ershao’s birthday, it is best not to 

spread the word and cause unnecessary trouble.” 

After all, who participated in the crew? This dinner is a lot. 

Once the news leaks out, it’s not hard to find out. 

Who wants to offend the crew and Cheng Yi? 

Everyone immediately dispersed as if nothing had happened. 

Compared with what happened just now, Meng Shuang and Lin Lu’s small holiday at the beginning was 

simply a small fight. 

Lin Lu turned off her phone with a guilty conscience, and put away her thought of posting it on the 

Internet to be popular. 

The director’s warning was obvious, she wasn’t that stupid yet. 

Cheng Yi loosened his collar and walked in front of Su Nan: 

“Are you okay?” 

Su Nan shook his head, “It’s okay.” 

“You found the person? How do you know…” 

Cheng Yi hesitated, he didn’t even want to mention that woman. 

Su Nan smiled: “I met once by chance, that woman didn’t know I forgot, she told me everything, and this 

time it happened to find Lin Yang.” 

Cheng Yi breathed a sigh of relief, smiled, and brought After relaxing a bit, he clicked on her: 

“It made me unhappy all night, why don’t you tell me earlier?” 

Su Nan said with a smile: 



“She also asked me not to tell Lin Yang, I didn’t know she would I’ll find you again.” 

Who knew this woman had such a thick skin? 

Qin Yu smiled meaningfully: 

“Cheng Ershao, keep your eyes open, if there are more women like this, sooner or later they will lose 

their family property.” 

Ning Zhi was not interested: “Yeah, thanks to this time. Su Nan, or you will be entangled by her!” 

Cheng Yi felt guilty, he spread his hands: 

“I’m really not familiar with it, I just paid 2,000 yuan to hire him to act in order to deal with the blind 

date. Who knew she was so deep into the play…” 

Several people looked at each other and exchanged glances speechlessly. 
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Send me home 

Meng Shuang coughed aside: 

“Cheng Ershao, please find a professional for acting. You can find me next time, but my appearance fee 

is expensive, but my after-sales service is good.” 

Everyone laughed at Meng Shuang’s words, and the tense atmosphere just now disappeared. 

Cheng Yi agreed: “Okay, next time I will invite you no matter how expensive it is!” 

Everyone laughed and talked to the end. 

After all, it was Cheng Yi’s birthday. 

The crew also arranged for the final cake-cutting session. 

Although everyone has not much interest, but it is a good intention after all, it is not easy to refuse. 

As soon as the lights were turned off, the surroundings dimmed, and only the dim wall lamps set off the 

atmosphere. 

Everyone began to sing the birthday song, and Cheng Yi’s brows and eyes were stained with a few 

strands of smiles. 

finished singing. 

The director coaxed from the side: “Make a wish!” 

Cheng Yi smiled, closed his eyes, covered up the smile in his eyes, and made a serious wish. 

Su Nan and Ning Zhi also looked at each other. 

Maybe both of them were a little emotional. 



The people who grew up together at the beginning have become what they are in the blink of an eye. 

Who can figure it out? 

They are still together, witnessing every important node of each other. 

Cheng Yi put down his hands, loosened his neckline, and smiled: 

“Okay.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a figure came up next to him and pressed Cheng Yi’s head on the cake 

from behind. 

The lights came on in an instant. 

Everyone looked in shock. 

Even if it is lively, who would dare to treat Cheng Ershao like this? 

In the next second, Cheng Yi’s head was already dipped in the cream. 

The banquet hall was silent. 

Subsequently. 

Thinking of Qin Yu’s hearty laughter: “Happy birthday!” The 

next second, the hall burst into laughter. 

Cheng Yi raised his head speechlessly, the whole person has changed beyond recognition. 

Only Qin Yu and the others would dare to joke about him unscrupulously. 

He chuckled lightly, and while Qin Yu was smiling complacently, he suddenly picked up the cream and 

smeared it on her face. 

Qin Yu suffered a loss in a hurry and anger. The two laughed happily, and everyone was infected, and 

they all laughed and toasted. 

Su Nan and Ning Zhi smiled, and the two took a few steps back, not wanting to be the center of the war. 

Meng Shuang didn’t know when to stand by her side. 

He asked in a doubtful tone, 

“Has Cheng Ershao’s character always been like this?” 

Ning Zhiliu replied with a smile: “He has always been like this. He used to be more naughty. He brought 

us all into trouble.” 

Meng Shuang sideways I thought about it, not knowing what I was thinking. 

Cheng Yi in front of him seemed to be different from the unsmiling person in his impression. 

When the banquet is over, everyone goes home. 



Su Nan has Shang Qian to pick him up. 

Cheng Yi washed his face several times, but couldn’t wash it off. 

The two of them, Qin Yu and Qin Yu, stared at each other with big eyes and stalemate to the end. 

Shen Liang was delayed because of the traffic jam. When he came to pick up Qin Yu, he saw the two 

people were angry with each other, and suddenly pulled Qin Yu away speechlessly. 

Cheng Yi was about to leave with the key, when he heard the sound of high heels coming from the side, 

and then a familiar voice came into his ears: 

“Cheng Ershao, happy birthday!” 

It was Meng Shuang. 

He squinted his eyes, “Thank you, you haven’t left yet?” 

Meng Shuang shook her phone, “You’re welcome, will you take me back? 

Something happened at my manager’s house and I went home.” 

Cheng Yi originally Hesitating, it is not good to send a strange woman home at night. 

But not unfamiliar. 

Meng Shuang smiled: “Are you afraid of losing out? It’s said that Cheng Ershao is romantic and 

affectionate, how come he looks like a little rabbit when he comes to me?” 

Cheng Yi was stunned, his peach blossom eyes hooked: “You are not afraid of losing, I What are you 

afraid of? Let’s go, the driver is outside.” 

“Driver?” 

Meng Shuang looked at the car keys in his hand. 

Isn’t he going to drive by himself? 
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Send her back 

Cheng Yi smiled and put it in his pocket: “I’ve been drinking and can’t drive.” 

Meng Shuang also smiled. 

The two got into the car, and the driver was stunned for a moment: 

“Mr. Cheng, where are you going?” 

Cheng Yi didn’t answer and looked at Meng Shuang. 

Meng Shuang closed her eyes and said an address, and the driver started the car. 

Not far away, still shooting base. 



Cheng Yi questioned: “Isn’t it finished? What are you going back to shoot?” 

Meng Shuang opened her eyes slightly, her watery eyes were hazy, like another person’s eyes, and 

Cheng Yi froze slightly at that moment. 

“I still have a movie that starts shooting tomorrow, and it’s nearby.” 

“So busy?” 

“It’s a good thing to join the group seamlessly, it proves that I’m not out of breath.” 

Meng Shuang smiled, her eyes flickered with slyness. 

In their line of work, it is a recognition that they are soft-hearted when they take over the show. 

It is better to be exhausted than to be idle. 

Cheng Yi laughed and did not continue to express his opinion. 

It’s just that at that glance, the moist eyes were imprinted in his mind, and he couldn’t get rid of it. 

It was only ten minutes away. When they got there, Meng Shuang got off the car, but Cheng Yi didn’t 

move in the car. 

Meng Shuang turned around and looked at Cheng Yi: 

“Thank you, Second Young Master Cheng.” 

Cheng Yi smiled, the dim light caused him to sink into the dimness and couldn’t see clearly. 

“You’re welcome.” 

After closing the door, the car was silent. 

The driver glanced through the rearview mirror: 

“Mr. Cheng, are you going home?” 

Cheng Yi rubbed his eyebrows, he really drank too much, otherwise why would he look at Meng 

Shuang’s eyes that look like Su Nan’s for a moment? 

These two are completely different people! 

He hummed, closed his eyes, and fell silent again. 

… 

Su Nan chatted with Shang Qian in the car about what happened today. 

Shang Qian listened with a smile, and when he heard Meng Shuang’s name, his eyes shrank slightly. 

Something seems wrong. 

Su Nan didn’t miss anything, and looked at him for a while: 

“You know her?” 



On weekdays, he couldn’t even recognize people in the entertainment industry, and he always liked to 

call them the wrong name. 

How can you react to Meng Shuang’s name? 

So she is even more strange. 

Shang Qian smiled, returned to nature, and immediately explained. 

“Don’t get me wrong, I just think something is wrong.” 

“What’s wrong?” 

Su Nan tilted his head and sent the photo he just took to their girlfriends group. 

Cheng Yi is also in it, and his birthday is worth remembering. 

Shang Qian hesitated whether to speak, Su Nan couldn’t wait any longer: 

“Come on, how did you know her?” 

“It’s not good to say it, it’s someone else’s privacy.” 

Shang Qian hesitated. 

Su Nan raised her eyebrows and smiled coldly: 

“Okay, then don’t talk about it, just send me to Su’s house and go back. I want to play with the talking 

children at night, and I don’t want to be disturbed.” 

Shang Qian’s expression changed slightly, and he immediately gave in. 

“I’m talking about the child’s daddy, and I can play together.” 

His precious daughter, who has just started babbling, has not yet learned to call her daddy, how could 

he be absent from her growth? 

Su Nan simply stabbed a knife in his heart. 

What is the privacy of others? 

He immediately turned back: 

“Actually it’s nothing, I heard you say that Meng Shuang is Meng Xue’s sister, and Meng Xue married Li 

Suizhou?” 

Su Nan smiled and nodded. 

“Yes.” 

After a few seconds, Shang Qian said with dark eyes: 

“But I have seen Meng Shuang kissing Li Suizhou with my own eyes.” For a 

moment. 



Su Nan froze slightly and looked up at him in shock. 

Shang Qian would never joke about this kind of thing. 

so…… 
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The shock of the little genius Su Nan was written on his face. 

“You read that right?” 

Shang Qian’s face was calm, and he shook his head: 

“Impossible, Meng Shuang was Li Suizhou’s female companion at the previous dinner, and she 

introduced it in public, so I was very impressed.” 

In an instant, her world view collapsed . . 

Although some relationships in the circle are not normal. 

But the people around her are pretty normal. 

Meng Shuang’s performance tonight was quite commendable, and since she was originally from a 

family, Su Nan was a little more kind to her. 

But at this moment, all the good feelings are gone. 

Shang Qian looked at her complicated face and pursed her lips: 

“Want to drink milk tea?” 

She shook her head. 

“How could this be?” 

Shang Qian smiled: “Forget it, don’t think about it, why do you care so much about other people’s 

affairs? It’s good to know.” 

Su Nan nodded and sighed. 

“I don’t know if that idiot Meng Xue was kept in the dark. She shouldn’t be thinking about investing and 

losing her husband.” 

Shang Qian smiled at her and said, “If it’s true, then it’s also worth losing. It doesn’t matter, doesn’t it?” 

Speaking of which, Su Nan and Meng Xue got closer. 

After all, everyone knew Meng Xue’s stupidity. 

But Meng Shuang, who she came into contact with tonight, was much more savvy than Meng Xue. 

Go back to Su’s house. 

Talking about the children, under the leadership of Su Yifeng, had a great time with little Mike. 



Little Mike is teaching as a teacher with a physics book. 

Talking about the child sitting there obediently, applauding from time to time, and then getting the 

bottle that Mike handed over, she laughed happily. 

When Shang Qian saw this scene, he felt that his precious daughter was really aggrieved. 

If you don’t know what to say, you are about to start studying physics? 

However, Su Nan and Su Yifeng felt that talking about children is so smart! 

Shang Qian couldn’t help but ask: 

“Does she understand?” 

Little Mike confidently touched the child’s head: 

“She understands, she is a genius!” 

Shang Qian: “… .” 

He doesn’t have this confidence as a father, how dare Mike say that? 

Su Yifeng agreed: 

“Yes, she can understand, this child is very smart, our family is going to have another prodigy, and this 

gene may be inherited from the ancestors!” 

Su Nan nodded proudly: “Yes, I will talk to the second uncle in the future. Just as smart!” 

Shang Qian looked at the inexplicable confidence of the family, he smiled and said nothing. 

Just looking at his daughter’s eyes a little distressed. 

He could have just hoped that she could grow up eating, drinking and having fun! 

There seems to be more pressure now! 

Shang Qian saw her yawn, went over to hug her, and kissed her forehead: 

“Are you sleepy? Daddy will take you back to the room?” 

Su Yifeng also stood up: 

“Go, go, I’m going to start looking for a tutor…” 

Everyone was surprised, Su Yifeng clenched his hands into a fist: 

“Genius must start from the doll!” 

Su Nan noticed that he was serious, and hurriedly stopped him: 

“Don’t, it’s too early, wait a few years!” 

Shang Qian nodded in agreement. 



Su Yifeng wanted to say something else, but Su Nan immediately 

said, “I heard from my elder brother that my sister-in-law accidentally fell when she was bringing Su Lin. 

Would you like to go see Su Lin?” 

Su Yifeng was surprised: 

“There’s still this matter . Why didn’t you tell me?” 

“Maybe it’s because you’re worried!” 

Su Nan said. 

Su Yifeng looked worried and called Su Jin to find out. 

Su Nan breathed a sigh of relief and touched Little Mike’s face: 

“Little Mike, if you are bored at home, you can ask the driver to take you out to play.” 

Little Mike nodded: “I am not bored at all, I want to grow up with my sister!” 

Shang Qian snorted lightly: “Don’t be lazy, your homework hasn’t been done yet!” 
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Freshness 

Little Mike turned his head away with a guilty conscience and took the opportunity to slip away… 

Su Nan smiled and patted Shang Qian, blaming him for being too strict: 

“Frightening What is he doing?” 

Shang Qian habitually took her hand with a smile, squeezed the back of her hand, and then carried his 

daughter upstairs. 

after a few days. 

The matter of Lin Yang and that little white flower came out one after another. 

Everyone knows that Lin Yang was deceived, and he can’t save face himself, more is not sad, but anger. 

After all, he was just playing around with that woman. 

Often walking by the river, he is in control of everything, but he was suddenly tricked, and he was so 

angry that he didn’t see anything pleasing to the eye for several days! 

You must know that although he didn’t like this little white flower very much before, but because she 

was obedient and sweet, he spent a lot of money on her. 

I feel like an idiot now. 

He will never let this woman down if he speaks out. 



Xiaobaihua could have used her acquaintances to make soy sauce in the major crews and get familiar 

with her. 

Nothing can be done now. 

She was really desperate. 

Hiding at home, he didn’t dare to go out to meet people, for fear that Lin Yang would find her and settle 

accounts with her. 

in a few days. 

I mean, it’s my kid’s first birthday. 

Her full moon birthday is not a big one, and her first birthday should be a grand one anyway. 

Su Yifeng ordered the banquet hall and invited many friends from the shopping mall to be lively and 

lively. 

Shang Qian also personally designed the layout of the venue. 

Su Nan felt helpless for their enthusiasm, saying that children only need a bottle of milk to be happy. 

But that day, he was still happy. 

Because Su Nan, who is a new mother, received gifts with a soft hand. 

In particular, Shang Qian customized a diamond bracelet that she liked very much from abroad, and she 

couldn’t put it down. 

Su Jin generously set up a growth fund for his little niece, so he will hardly have to worry about money in 

the future. 

Su Qi invited many celebrity parents with children in the entertainment circle to bring their children to 

play, which added a lot of lively atmosphere to the venue. 

Although Su Ming was in the research institute, the gift had already arrived. 

a bank card. 

Su Nan doesn’t have to think about it, this is his new bonus. 

Su Yifeng left a set of jade jewelry for her, saying that it was worn by Su Nan’s mother, and she would 

leave it to the children in the future. 

Su Nan readily accepted. 

If possible, she would like to have such a grand birthday every year. 

The light in the banquet hall is gentle. 

Shang Qian originally held his precious daughter to show off to others one by one. 

It is said that the children are really good-looking, and the big beautiful and twinkling eyes completely 

inherit the advantages of Su Nan. 



The key is that she doesn’t cry or make trouble in Shang Qian’s arms, her big eyes are full of freshness, 

she turns around, full of curiosity, and occasionally points to the bright lights and makes vague sounds. 

Shang Qian talked to her patiently, as if he was really discussing issues. 

Qin Yu and the others came, and Su Nan went over to hold the talker kid over for another group of 

people to appreciate. 

Although Shang Qian was a little reluctant, he didn’t keep up. 

Ning Zhiliao and Qin Yu took turns to tease her, saying that the children laughed very happily. 

Someone came over to greet him, and Shang Qian could only go over to socialize. 

As soon as I finished speaking, people who come here have to go first. 

He sent the person to the door and looked at a familiar person walking towards him. 

He paused, smiled and looked at the people who came: “Mr. Chen, welcome!” 

No one else knew who Chen Mian’s arrival represented, but Shang Qian knew it very well. 

So he didn’t send him invitations at all. 
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Rainbow Fart 

But if Chen Mian wants to come, it will not be difficult. 

Shang Qian smiled, with a lot of politeness on the surface. 

Chen Mian smiled and took out two small boxes, one large and one small: 

“I hope you will accept this gift for the little friend and Miss Su.” 

Shang Qian’s eyes were a little cold, and he smiled, with a bit of playfulness: 

“Okay, thank you Mr. Chen.” 

Chen Mian was still a little nervous just now, worried about what would happen if Shang Qian refused. 

But I didn’t expect him to accept it so easily. 

Shang Qian took a sip of the wine in his hand, his eyes were light, and he had no other emotions: 

“Also tell the gift giver for me, our family wishes him an early birth.” 

Chen Mian froze. 

Shang Qian guessed early on who sent the things. 

It’s not surprising to say that. 

He smiled: “Okay, I must convey it.” 



He didn’t dare to convey it. 

Fu Yechuan didn’t even have a woman by his side, who would he have a baby with? 

Wasn’t this deliberately pissing him off? 

After Chen Mian finished the gift, there was no reason to stay. 

“Mr. Shang, leave.” 

“Go slowly, don’t send it.” When 

Shang Qian watched him leave, he withdrew his gaze and looked at the two boxes on the table next to 

him, his eyes full of coldness. 

He beckoned, and the waiter next to him came over: 

“Throw it.” The 

waiter was shocked. The logo on the box was not an ordinary thing. 

But before he could ask again, Shang Qian had already turned around and entered. 

Su Nan hugged and said that the children were listening to their friends’ rainbow farts. 

Qin Yu: “Tell me that the child’s fingers are so beautiful that he can be a pianist!” 

Ning Zhijiao: “This means that he is a money-counter and can be the richest man!” 

Cheng Yi: “The arms and legs are also very long, so he can be the richest man!” Athletes win medals!” 

Qin Yu: “The skin is so tender, I’ve never seen a baby who is more beautiful than what we said about 

children!” 

Ning Zhijiao: “Yes!” 

Meng Xue, who was late, came over with a smile , “Tell me about my little friend, I’ve never had such a 

grand birthday when I’m so old!” 

She smiled and walked here, followed by Li Suizhou. 

As soon as Su Nan saw Li Suizhou, she remembered what Shang Qian told her. 

He narrowed his eyes, a flash of displeasure flashed. 

This kind of scum even came here? 

But she had no reason to get out. 

She smiled perfunctorily: “Why are you here?” She 

said to Meng Xue. 

Meng Xue smiled, and carefully touched the little hands of the talking children: 

“Suizhou came here on a business trip, and I came with me. Isn’t it a surprise!” 



Su Nan chuckled lightly, 

“It’s quite a surprise. “To 

perfunctory her. 

Meng Xue didn’t care. 

Li Suizhou was about to reach out and touch and talk about the children’s clothes, but was blocked by Su 

Nan. 

“If you can’t touch it, she will cry!” 

Li Suizhou: “…” 

When Meng Xue touched it just now, wasn’t the child very happy? 

He raised his eyebrows, “Okay, happy birthday to you!” 

He said to the talking children with a smile. 

Shang Qian came over with a glass of wine: “Mr. Li, welcome…” 

Li Suizhou immediately turned around and greeted each other. Su Nan was relieved when the two said 

something was gone. 

No one else noticed her weirdness, but Ning Zhi was a careful person who noticed something was wrong 

with her, but didn’t ask her face to face. 

not far away. 

After Li Suizhou finished chatting with others, he followed Shang Qian’s eyes to look at Su Nan and the 

child in his arms. 

What he realized: “Miss Su doesn’t seem to like me very much, why?” 

If Su Nan hated him because of Meng Xue, he would be forgiven. 

But her attitude towards Meng Xue was clearly the same as before. 

That is simply hate him! 
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I won’t let you touch 

Shang Qian, who knows why, with a look of doubt: 

“Is there? I think it’s quite normal!” 

“But she won’t let me touch your daughter!” 

Shang Qian glanced at him: “I won’t let you touch it either.” 

Li Suizhou: “…” 



Oh, it seems that he thought too much! 

… 

Su Nan hugged the little friend and glanced at Meng Xue, as if asking casually, 

“Cheng Yi celebrated her birthday a few days ago, and we also met your sister!” 

Meng Xue lowered her head and teased kid. 

Hearing this, he casually replied, 

“I heard that she was working very hard on the set, so I’ll go see her later!” 

Su Nan twitched the corners of his mouth: 

“Are you two in such a good relationship? I heard you’re not. ……” 

Meng Xue stood up helplessly, looked at her speechlessly, and whispered accusing her: 

“How can you tell other people’s privacy? Or in front of me!” 

Su Nan She pursed her lips, shut her mouth. 

But she just wanted to remind Meng Xue to be careful about Meng Shuang! 

Ning knew that the distance was not far away, and they all heard it. 

Some doubts about Su Nan’s curiosity. 

She wasn’t like this before! 

Su Nan murmured in a low voice, 

“I’m just curious, and I didn’t say it behind my back.” 

Fortunately, Meng Xue was a weak person, so she didn’t care about her, and didn’t think much about it. 

Meng Xue sighed: 

“If you know it, you know it. Anyway, to me, she is my own sister, so what if she wasn’t born by a 

mother? Anyway, she was born by a father! 

” 80% of the cases are incompatible, your family is truly a miracle!” 

Meng Xue smiled and rolled her eyes, the corners of her mouth upturned, with a bit of pride: 

“Our relationship has been very good since childhood, I didn’t study well when I was a child, She often 

helped me, she also helped me carry the blame, helped me bully my classmates, and saved my life. 

Where can I find such a good sister?” 

Ning Zhiliao: “So it is, it is indeed someone else’s villain. I’m sorry .” 

Meng Xue looked at Su Nan: “Did you hear that?” Su 



Nan smiled and admitted his mistake, “It’s my fault, I won’t mention it in the future.” 

The moment a waitress saw Su Nan, her face became ugly. 

She excitedly put down what was in her hand and rushed up with a wine bottle. 

People passing by were tripped over by her: 

“Who are you?” 

For a while, chaos broke out. 

But the person dressed as the waiter didn’t stop at all. When he was about to meet Su Nan, he raised 

the wine bottle in his hand… 

Ning Zhi was on the other side of Su Nan and wanted to be shocked. I ran over, but it was too late to 

see. 

Meng Xue, who was talking in front of Su Nan, had no idea that the danger behind her was approaching! 

Su Nan hugged and talked about the child, and as soon as she looked up, she saw the person with a 

familiar face. 

Isn’t that the little white flower? 

“Su Nan, get out of the way—” 

When Shang Qian heard the sound, he already sensed something was wrong and ran in the direction of 

Su Nan subconsciously. 

But it seems too late… 

If Su Nan is empty-handed, she can even hold that person’s wrist, or dodge quickly. 

But she was holding the Talking Child in her arms, and if she hid, the wine bottle that should have fallen 

on her head would be thrown on the Talking Kid. 

She was so frightened that she didn’t move, and stood there stiffly. 

The danger was close at hand, and at that moment, she suddenly turned around and hugged the talker 

child in her arms. 

Not an inch was exposed. 

That is the moment. 

Boom—a sound. 

It feels like the whole world is quiet… 
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recalls the pain 

suddenly. 



Su Nan stood there, seemingly unable to hear any sound, everything in the outside world passed by her 

side, countless lights and shadows flashed in front of her eyes, and the unbearable sadness in her heart 

also came together. 

The feeling in the bottom of my heart is even faster than the memory. 

She didn’t know why she was so sad all of a sudden, but she felt relieved for a moment after being sad. 

The wine bottle shattered on the ground, and the surrounding sounds suddenly poured into the 

eardrums clearly. 

She stood there with a pale face, maintaining a posture. 

The sharp dull pain on her forehead also slowly spread to every nerve in her. 

Heart-wrenching pain. 

She seemed unable to stand. 

The next second, she fell into a warm embrace. 

“Su Nan…” The 

familiar voice was anxious and frightened. 

At that moment, her heart suddenly calmed down. 

The sadness and suffocation just now seemed to be an illusion. She had experienced it, and she could 

ignore it. 

She did it, she has started over. 

Look, in the days when she forgot Fu Yechuan, she was so happy and wanton! 

If he really hadn’t appeared, how happy she would be! 

Fortunately, she forgot. 

Also tasted the taste of falling in love with others. 

The air-like immersion that Shang Qian brought to her slowly gave her a new lease of life. 

Really lucky for three lives! 

The light in front of him gradually became blurred. 

She heard someone calling her name, but she didn’t have the strength to open her eyes. 

The eyes fell into darkness. 

In the splendid ballroom. 

Suddenly it became a mess. 

No one expected such a thing to happen suddenly. 



Shang Qian’s originally warm and modest face was hysterically filled with worry. 

Ning Zhi quickly took the talking child from Su Nan’s hand just now. 

Because when it was a close call just now, Shang Qian only cared about hugging Su Nan. 

Soon, someone caught the culprit, Xiaobaihua. 

She didn’t expect this, as if she just wanted to scare Su Nan out of her anger. 

But I didn’t expect it to be so accurate, and it happened to hit her on the head. 

She was overwhelmed with anger. 

Forgot Su Nan’s identity. 

Who are the powerful and powerful people present who are not here for the surname Su? 

She panicked… 

The bodyguard next to her had already pushed her hands back to the ground, lying on her stomach. 

Fierce without mercy. 

Compared with Lin Yang’s attitude towards her, it was a hundred times more terrifying. 

She never imagined that things would get out of hand like this! 

For a while, she burst into tears! 

Shang Qian’s eyes stared at her coldly and sternly, with red blood in his eyes, as if he could kill someone. 

“Keep an eye on her, don’t let her leave here!” 

“Yes.” 

Shang Qian ran out with Su Nan in his arms. 

“Mr. Shang, the doctor is here, just upstairs…” 

Some of the guests were doctors. 

Immediately let someone open a passage and arrange the room. 

Shang Qian paused and went upstairs. 

Su Yifeng didn’t catch up, and realized that the child was not in Shang Qian’s hands, and looked around 

with a pale face. 

Seeing Ning Zhilao running over with the child in his arms, he felt relieved. 

“Good boy, take the child upstairs.” It 

was still too messy below. 

Ning Zhi nodded. 



Su Qi and Su Jin stayed behind to appease the others. 

The banquet cannot go on any longer. 

They could only arrange a car to send people home in an orderly manner, and also prepared small gifts 

to distribute at the door, expressing their apologies. 

Everyone understands it very well, how worrying about that scene just now! 

It would be even more unimaginable if the wine bottle was thrown on the child! 

chapter 1859 

Can’t save you 

The banquet can’t continue, the rest should go, and those who should stay should stay. 

Cheng Yi didn’t follow Shang Qian up, but just stood where Su Nan was standing just now, looking down 

at the little white flower lying on the ground crying and howling, her face gloomy and indifferent. 

Different from the entanglement of Xiaobaihua in the past, he just felt irritable. 

But now, he has an urge to beat women. 

Xiaobaihua was crying, her face was covered in makeup, and now she realized what a serious thing she 

had done. 

The Su family is more powerful than Lin Yang. She doesn’t even dare to offend Lin Yang. How dare she 

go to trouble with Su Nan? 

Right now, you don’t know what’s going to happen to you? 

Cheng Yi walked indifferently, with chills in his eyes: 

“You are really crazy…” 

he said. 

Xiaobaihua stopped crying abruptly, seeing Cheng Yi standing there, as if she saw a savior: 

“Cheng Ershao, please help me, help me beg for mercy, and let me go!” 

Cheng Yi sneered: ” Let go of you? Do you know what you did just now?” 

“I know I was wrong, I just acted on impulse, I shouldn’t have done it, Cheng Ershao, I really knew I was 

wrong!” 

Xiao Baihua cried. 

She didn’t know she was wrong. 

She just knew she was afraid. 

Cheng Yi’s tone was thin and cool: “No one can save you.” The 



deadly silence was really desperate. 

Xiaobaihua raised her head and looked at him expectantly: 

“Cheng Ershao, you have a good relationship with Miss Su, please help me to beg for mercy, I’m really 

just impulsive, I really didn’t do it on purpose, as long as they let me go, I will definitely not come to her 

again, neither will I I’m pestering you again.” 

Cheng Yi smiled indifferently: 

“What qualifications do you have to tell the conditions, it’s too easy to make you disappear, we just 

don’t want to get dirty hands.” 

After speaking, he never looked at her again. , turned around and left. 

Xiaobaihua cried even more miserably. 

Not long after, someone came down and blocked her mouth with tape, so she couldn’t even cry. 

Su Jin waited for the doctor inside to finish the investigation before going down to deal with the woman. 

Su Nan was in a coma, and there was not much blood flow, but the glass cut through the wound, which 

looked particularly bad. 

After a brief examination, the doctor was relieved: 

“The current situation is stable, but I just passed out. But it is best to go to the hospital to take a CT scan 

of the brain to see how severe the back brain injury is.” 

Su Yifeng repeatedly Nodding: “Okay, thank you Lao Luo.” 

“You’re welcome, I also watched Su Nan grow up, and I can rest assured that she is okay.” The 

doctor smiled and called the people in the hospital to ask them to prepare in advance Good ward and 

instruments. 

Su Yifeng thanked him again and asked Su Qi to send the person away. 

Shang Qian sat there with red eyes, and looked at Su Nan who was sleeping without blinking. 

He was extremely distressed. 

How long has it been, why does she always get hurt? 

Su Yifeng patted Shang Qian on the shoulder and sighed: 

“It’s fine, the bleeding is stopped now, let’s go to the hospital later!” 

Shang Qian’s eyes were red with blood, and his voice was hoarse: 

“Okay.” 

Su Yifeng paused: “Who was that person who did it? Do you know him?” 

Shang Qian shook his head, his eyes flashed fiercely: 



“No matter what the reason is, you can’t let her go.” 

Dare to Su Nan Doing it will pay a heavy price. 

Su Yifeng’s aura was strong: “Of course you can’t let it go, or you will make others think that our Su 

family is easy to bully. Can my Su Yifeng’s daughter be beaten?” 

After Su Yifeng finished speaking, Shang Qian stood up: 

“Dad, you Watch her here and I’ll go down.” 

chapter 1860 

Su Yifeng knew on a whim that he was going to go down to find the woman who did it, so he answered 

without asking. 

No matter to that extent, their Su family can bear it. 

Su Nan was happily immersed in happiness a second ago. Whoever ruins her happiness will have to pay 

the price! 

Su Qi came back after seeing the guests, but did not go upstairs, but stood with Su Jin directly, looking at 

the crazy woman on the ground. 

The person in charge of the hotel on the side was so frightened that his soul flew out. He had been 

taking care of him outside, who knew what happened inside! 

The person in charge is surnamed Li, Manager Li. 

Manager Li’s face was pale, and he explained: 

“Mr. Su, it was our work mistake, and we didn’t put her in. Because when we arranged the venue in 

advance, we estimated that the number of waiters was not enough, so we temporarily found some… … 

I didn’t know they would invite such a lunatic to hurt Miss Su, we are really very guilty.” 

Su Jin said with a sullen face. 

On the other hand, Su Qi couldn’t help but laugh: 

“It’s enough to feel guilty? Haven’t you ever hosted such a banquet before, you can come in just by 

looking for someone to be a waiter? 

Our guests are all selective, but your waiters don’t even have a threshold. No?” 

In such a place, the waiter should have been a reliable old employee who has worked for more than 

three years, has received special training on benefits, and is a trustworthy and reliable person. 

But the person in front of him was actually recruited three days ago. 

He still has a grudge against Su Nan! 

Manager Li touched the cold sweat on his forehead and apologized repeatedly: 

“I really didn’t know that their personnel would make such a low-level mistake. 



We attach so much importance to the cooperation with the Su family, and we will never make any 

mistakes in the details. There must be some misunderstanding in the middle. 

Mr. Su, Miss Su’s medical expenses are covered by us. We apologize. Can you see it? “ 

Su Qi sneered: “We still lack medical expenses? Say it and think our Su family is going bankrupt! “ 

Manager Li’s face is ugly and pale, and he can fully understand that the person in front of him is bossy. It 

‘s Su Nan who is injured! 

If it is really dangerous, who can bear the responsibility? 

Manager Li looked at the woman on the ground, hating it. Itchy teeth. 

“I’ll immediately go and look up this woman’s background material, hold her accountable, and also hold 

her personnel accountable. “ 

If we don’t deal with it, the Su family will be sad. 

Su Qi didn’t say anything. 

Shang Qian’s footsteps approached, with a sense of oppression. 

Manager Li quickly stepped aside and said, 

“Mr. Shang, Miss Su, are you alright?” ? 

Shang Qian glanced at him and didn’t answer. He went straight to the little white flower , 

he couldn’t remember if she had seen her before, but she looked a little familiar. 

Since he didn’t know her, he was not worth remembering. 

He didn’t want to bother so much. Xiaobaihua was about to 

stop crying. Looking at the three men in front of him, she was so frightened to death. 

Su Jin glanced at Shang Qian, and his voice was extremely cold: 

“What should I do? ? “ 

Shang Qian raised his head, “Untie.” “ 

The bodyguard on the side immediately tore off the tape on Xiaobaihua’s mouth. 

She took a deep breath in pain. 

“Mr. Shang, please forgive me, I don’t dare anymore, I’m really just on impulse!” 

Shang Qian looked at her with condensed eyes, walked over, his fingers with clear phalanx were white, 

and he clenched them tightly into fists. , restraining his emotions. 

He tugged at the collar of his shirt and gave some away, his eyes cold and indifferent: 

“You have a grudge against her?” 



 


